In this paper, we considered a design method of non-linear state feedback controller for input-affine non-linear system taking data losses into account.
Introduction
Most control systems are designed under the assumption, of flawless communication at the sensor-controller and controller-actuator links and continuous or synchronous measurement sampling. These assumptions hold in most applications where point-to-point communication links are used and measurements of velocity, position or temperature are fed into the control system. Control systems which operate over a communication network (wired or wireless) are called networked control systems (NCS) and can substantially improve the efficiency, flexibility, robustness and fault-tolerance of an industrial control system as well as reduction of the installation, reconfiguration and maintenance costs.
In general, network dynamics are modeled as one with time-varying delays, data quantization or data losses.
Fig1. Networked control system subject to data losses. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a NCS, where data can be lost at the sensor-controller and controller-actuator links. In both cases feedback is lost, and the actuator must operate on its own, usually setting the control input to zero or to the last implemented value.
In [5] , stability and disturbance attenuation issues for a class of linear NCS subject to data losses modeled as a discrete-time switched linear system with arbitrary switching was studied. In [3] (see also [7] - [9] ) optimal control of linear time-invariant systems over unreliable communication links under different communication protocols (with and without acknowledgement of successful communication) was investigated and sufficient conditions for the existence of stabilizing control laws were derived.
In [4] , the stability properties of a class of NCS modeled as linear asynchronous systems were studied.
In [6] , general nonlinear NCS with disturbances are studied. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the class of nonlinear systems considered in this work is introduced and proposed state predictive method based on plant model. In Section III, we considered state feedback controller design method with data losses. In Section IV, the theoretical results are demonstrated through a pressure control of chemical reactor example.
State prediction based on plant model.
We consider SISO input affine non-linear system as follows.
We introduce time step Δ and break point ( )
Here,
Then state predictive value at break point 1 + k t is calculated as follows.
Δ is selected to guarantee convergence of algorithm.
In order to reduce predictive error, introduce new variable
State prediction is calculated as follows.
( )
Here, value of γ is chosen suitably in accordance with plant.
Two method of choosing γ is as follows.
[Method one]
First, gets predictive value samples and actual measurement value samples based on nominal model of plant.
Let the number of sample to be N.
Let predictive value samples { } x , actual measurement value samples { } x .
Average squared error E is calculated as Gets predictive value samples and actual measurement value samples based on nominal model of plant.
Let predictive value samples { } x , actual measurement value samples { }
to be samples pair. 
State feedback controller design with data losses.
Consider SISO input-affine nonlinear system. θ 
denote the Lie derivatives of the scalar function V with respect to the vectors fields f and g , respectively.
In this paper, we design predictive controller with data losses based on above state feedback controller.
Fig2 shows control system diagram.
Fig2. control system diagram
Non-linear state feedback controller design procedure is summarized in the following algorithm.
[Non-linear state feedback controller algorithm with data losses]
Step1: design the state feedback controller of nonlinear system. Equation (17) Step2: design state predictor based on the plant model Equation (8) Step3: calculate control input trajectory at sample instant k t using the designed controller (17) and state predictor (8) .
Step6: obtain a new sample( 
Simulation and result analysis.
We verified the effectiveness of proposed method by applying to pressure control of chemical reactor tank. 
We assume that open degree of output valve is constant.
From equation (19-21) , we obtain nonlinear differential equation of tank pressure control plant.
( ) 
Fig4 shows simulation result.
Fig4. simulation result.
, sample time is 2s.
In order to evaluate the performance of closed system, we used costs as following.
[ ] Table2 shows performance costs along the closed loop trajectories. Table 2 . performance costs along the closed loop trajectories.
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Conclusion
In this paper, non-linear state feedback controller for input-affine nonlinear system designed taking data losses into account of control system. Data losses is compensated by means of state prediction based on model of plant, it guarantee quality of control and stability of closed system.
Simulations show that the proposed approach is superior to previous approach.
